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ABSTRACT 
Researchers have for several decades examined the 
relationships between personality and demographic 
variables, pro-environmental behaviors, .and level of 
concern toward environmental problems. In this study, 
personality and selected demographic variables 
contributing to an increase in concern toward 
environmental issues were e--amined.. Subjects included 
79 females and 46 males with a mean age of 22.5 years 
who were enrolled in undergraduate courses at the 
University of Central Florida~ During the first ses -
sion, information concerning personality and demographic 
variables was obtained and subjects completed Weigel and 
Weigel's (1978) Ecological Concern Scale (ECS). During 
the second session, experimental group subjects viewed a 
video tape addressing env1ronmental issues, while the 
control group viewed a video tape examining health 
issues. Subjects were then retested using the ECS. The 
ANCOVA demonstrated that experimental group subjects 
exhibited a significant increase in environmental con-
cern compared to the control group (F (1, 112) = 8.40, 
~<.005). However, personality and demographic variables 
were not significantly associated with increase in 
concern for experimental group subjects. 
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 
Environmental issues such as the depleting ozone 
layer, destruction of natural rain forests, rapid 
extinction of many endangered wildlife species, toxic 
substances w"thin our living and working structures, and 
the occurrence of man-made natural disasters such as oil 
spills are viewed regularly through the news media. 
Yet, th·s awareness of an ecological emergency seems to 
fall on a majority of unconcerned listeners. The budget 
for the Environmental Protection Agency decreased by one 
billion dollars over the span from 1980 to 1987, a 
decrease of 16% for that interval (Office of Management 
Budget , 1988). During the same period, national 
membersh~p in Sierra Club (an organization promoting 
conservat1on and protection) increased from 177,708 
participants to over 425,000 members, indicating an 
increase of nearly 2 1/2 times the 1980 level (Sierra 
Club, 1989). Efforts of the Sierra Club and similar 
groups appear to be negated by forces who favor business 
and personal freedom interests over pro-environmental 
legislation. Weigel (1977) stated that "behavioral 
concern for environmental deterioration is localized 
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among a relative ly select group of people rather than 
reflecting universal sensitivity to ecological problems 
among the general public .. {p . 46). 
Maloney and Ward (1973) proposed that behavior 
counter to conservation and preservation strategies 
was maladaptive. From an anthropological view, this 
contention possesses val idity. Behavior that leads to 
potential destruction ,of a segment of the ecosystem is 
equiva ent to signing a death warrant for the species. 
eglect and destruction of t he environment by the 
present generation ensures that the s urroundings 
necessary for future survival are corrupted. 
If the human species presupposes superiority, a 
process leading to devastation of the sustaining 
env~ronment can be nothing short of pathological. 
Therefore, an increase in public support for, and more 
importantly activity in, the construction and 
1mplementation of pro-ecological law is critical {Gray, 
1985). Further, as Van L1ere and Dunlap (1980) note, it 
will be advantageous to focus attention on specific 
environmental issues and policies. 
Recent authors have reiterated the importance of 
studying pro-environmental att1tudes and behavior. 
Demick and Wapner (1990) indicated that "psychology as a 
3 
science will surely continue to contribute to the 
preservation of our biosphere" (p. 632). Further, Adler 
(1990} noted that this type of research should be 
'interdisciplinary" and that "many natural scientists 
say they are at a point where they need psychological 
research on ... how to change people•s behavior" (p. 8). 
Beginning in the early 1970's, researchers began to 
investigate the relationships among personality and 
demographic variables and environmental knowledge, 
concern, and attitudes. In the first section of this 
literature review, fJ..ndings from a number of these 
researchers will be reviewed. These findings will form 
the context for the hypotheses to be examined in this 
study. 
Personality Variables and Environmental Concern 
McKnight (1978), Meadows, Meadows, and Beh.rens 
(1972}, and Randers and Meadows (1973) d ,etermined that 
a lack of interest in the future remains a central 
determinant in the attitudes of those who show no 
concern for environmental issues. Other authors have 
noted that individuals active in environmental programs 
maintain an internal locus of control (Hines, 
Hungerford, & Tomera , 1987). Hines, et al. also found 
that individuals who feel some degree of personal 
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responsibility toward the environment were more likely 
to have engaged in responsible behavior than those who 
expressed no such responsible feelings. Therefore, the 
profile of the environmentally concerned person includes 
an orientation toward the future as well as the belief 
that personal actions can alter that future. It would 
seem, then, that an educat ion program designed to alter 
environmental concern should, in part, address future 
or1 ntation and locus of control. 
Kno ledge of environme ntal issues must also be a 
neces,sary precursor to concern and action. Among the 
studies conducted to determine the profile of the 
"concerned individual " are experiments designed to 
clarify interactions between attitude toward pro-
environmental activity (including affective support or 
d~smissal of the issues) and actual knowledge of those 
issues .. Such studies have resulted in contradictory 
outcomes w1th no solid relationship between knowledge 
and affect being established. For instance, Ramsey and 
R~ckson (1978) found that knowledge appears to lead to 
moderation within the issues, not to extreme or 
passionate v1ews (whether pro or con). Borden and 
Schettino (1979) concluded that factual ecological 
knowledge is not a necessary condition for actual 
individual environmental action. Further, Borden and 
Schettino (1979) propose that verbal commitment to 
partici.pate 1n a conservation program is based alm.ost 
entirely on an individual's emotional reactions. 
A high degree of actual commitment, however, 
involves a blend of knowledge of the issues as well as 
emotional involvement. Borden and Schettino (1979) 
found that level of affect appeared to be a somewhat 
ore lmportant determinant of commitment than level of 
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kno . ledge. Some knowledge must naturally be a precursor 
to attitudes and beliefs otherwise no basis for the 
belief would exist. As Borden and Schettino (1979) 
suggest, the knowledge should be coupled with an appeal to 
emotions · n order to produce more solid ac t ual 
commitment . •_ohai and Twight (1986) acknowledge that 
factors su- as exposure to the media influence 
environmental attitudes and actions. 
Within the literature addressing the relationships 
among Knowledge, attitude, and action, Hines, 
Hungerford, and Tomera {1985} detected a stronger 
relationship between attitude toward action and 
env~ronm ntal behavior (r:::::: .377, SD = .145} than was 
observed between attitude toward the environment in 
general and environmental behavior {r = .338, SD = .243). 
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That is, an additional component of specific knowledge 
of the use of an action strategy (and a belief in the 
action -strategy as a change agent) is more effective as 
an indicator of pro-environmental behavior than no 
knowledge of the strategy. Sia, Hungerford and Tomera 
(1986) hypothesized that students in environmental 
education courses {high school or college) need to be 
equi'Oped . i th i<TIOt.t.l..~d=~e of environmental J... • ac •-lon 
s rat-gies . hie~ t_e students can choose to ~se ~n 
ecolog1cal problem remediation. Thus, past research has 
indicated that Knowledge, action strategies {~eans 
towa~d initiating enviroTh~ental programs}, affective 
support, and attitude toward the action strategies are 
relate to individual envirow~ental action. 
Borden and Francis {1977) described the 
environmentally concer.ned individual as more outgoing, 
mature, po·sed, responsible, conscientious, and as 
having a greater intellectual potential than the 
environmentally unconcerned. In their study, 530 
unde~graduates {327 females and 203 males) were 
administered the Affect, Actual Commitment, and Verbal 
Commitment scales from the Ecological Attitude Scale 
(Maloney, Ward, & Braucht, 1975). Subjects scoring ~n 
the upper and lower quartiles were then administered the 
7 
ralifornia Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1957). 
Results of the CPI ~ere factor analyzed, yielding four 
factors accounting for 36.6%, 15.3%, 10.7%, and 8.6% of 
the variance. Four CPI factor scores were subsequently 
calculated for each subject representing Value 
Orientation (Factor I), Person Orientation/Extraversion 
(Factor II), Capaci ty f or Independent Thought and Action 
:::~ =n~ 
._ ..._. ....._ ' I ..---- Super- Ego Strength or 
onscientio~sness (Factor IV}. !sing the CPI factor 
scores, an independent 2 {Sex) X 2 (Environmental 
Concern) analysis of variance was conducted for each 
factor. Results indicated that individuals high in 
env;ron.ental concern eLhib~ted stronger value 
orientation than those low in environment3l concern 
{F(1~ 92) = 5 04, ~< . 05). In addition, Borden and 
Fran~is de_er~ined that concerned subjects manifested 
interpersonal and ethical-conscientious dispositions 
(Factors II and IV, respectively) to a greater extent 
than lol environmentally concerned subjects (F{l, 92) = 
4.54. p<.05 and F{lr Q?\ _,. _., = 6.88, 2<.01, respectively). 
Borden and Francis (1977) also found that high 
environmentally concerned females we~e more extroverted 
{Factor II} than females exh.ibiting a lo~-\f level of 
concern- Males high in concern, conversely, were more 
8 
introverted than low concern males. Also, high concern 
females were more extroverted than environmentally 
uncon.cerned females or concerned males ( 2.s seen through 
the Factor II loadings). Both concerned males and 
emales were seen to be better adjusted socially {Factor 
I) Borden and Francis interpret their findings by 
stating that less environmentally concerned persons' 
attitudes " .ay stem from a gene~ally more selfish , 
compet~tive orientatlon towards the world" {p. 201). 
emographic Variables and Environmental Concern 
Another research area examining the pro-
en- ~ro_ ental 'profile' involves the determination of 
e agraphic variables associated with individuals who 
re lnvolved ~n ecological activities. These 
emog aphic variables will next be examined as they 
re ate to individual concern, attitude, and action. 
Age 
ge has been demonstrated to be negatively 
correlated with environmental concern (Arbuthnot/ 1977; 
~eigel, 1977; and VanLiere & Dunlap, 1930}. The Hines, 
et al. (1985} meta-analysis of eleven studies, however, 
reports that younger indiv~duals were only slightly more 
likely than older to have engaged in responsible 
environmental behavior (r = -.151, SD = .200), 
indicating a weak age-behavior correlation. 
"Responsible behavior'' dJ..ffeyed between individual 
st1dies in the meta-analysis but includes activities 
such as buying lead-free gasoline or recycling. 
Social Class 
Van Liere and Dunlap (1980) in a rev1ew of the 
-lterature examining the relationship between social 
cl~ss (~ducation level, income, and occupational 
prestige) and environmental behavior noted several 
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interesting findings. In all the articles in the study, 
education was pos~tively associated with environmental 
concer (correlation coefficients ranged from .15 to 
. _0 . ~owever, the relationship between income level 
and enviroD~eDtal concern is reported as ambiguous. Van 
L1ere and Dunlap (1 80) also report that the 
associations between environmental concern and 
oc upational prestige are only slightly positive (near 
10) and therefore inconclusive. 
Weigel (1977) reported that the amount of time 
spent by citizens engaging in pro-envi=o~mental 
ctivi~ies was positively correlated with education 
(r = .42, p<.Ol) and · accupat~onal status {r = .35, 
g<.OS), w1th occupational status measured using Warner's 
10 
(1974) Revised Scale for Rating Occupation. In 
addition, educational attainment has been established 
as a p~ dictor of an individual's concern about the 
specific problem of acid rain {Arcury, Scollay, & 
Johnson, 1987) .. Arcury, et al. also indicate that for 
stated concern, total family {yearly) income is another 
pos1tive predictor of concern. Finally, in their meta-
an 1 y,::,.:. s , 1-in e s , ungerfor~, and Tomera (1987) reported 
a ~eak relat~onship between income a~d reported 
part:tcipat~on in responsible environi"IJ.ental behavior 
(r = .162, SD = .084). They also determined that higher 
ed cated individuals were only slightly more likely to 
report engagi~g in respons1ble behavior (r = .185, 
Gender 
Van Liere and Dunlap {1980), 1n their rev1ew of 
social corre ates, determined that sex is not 
consistently associated with environmental concern. In 
a study involving concern toward and knowledge of acid 
rain, however, ma~es were more knowledgeable about the 
cau:e aud effects of acid rain (t = - .50, 2<.01} and 
showed more concern as measured on a multi-item active 
concern scale {Arcury, Scollay, & Johnson, 1987). 
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Political Orientation 
A significant relationship between party 
affiliation and environmental concern has not been found 
to e-... ist (Dunlap, 1975; Van Liere & Dunlap, 1980). 
• owever ~ T.'r • , !"'!eJ..ge..L (1977) demonstrated that political 
ideo_ogy I \e .. g., liberal versus conservative) exhibits a 
signlficant correlation with environmental concern (r -
.3 ~ , 2<.0S & r = - 48, ~<.01 ~or liberalism and 
conservatis~, respectively). Dunlap fl9~5) determined 
t-.:.E. ·- ..!.._;_J.... eral - left s tuden t.s --ere more likely to exp::-ess 
pro-environmental attitudes and manifest support for 
such action than conservative-right students. Further, 
Dunlap states that J..n the studies that have examined 
i eology, "liberals _ave always been found to be ~o:!"e 
pro-anv~ronmental than conservatives" {p. 449) and 
libera s consisten~ly report h~gher lavels of 
envlronmental action. In addition, it was found that 
those ho participate ln recycling programs score 
sign~ficantly lower on a "general conservatism" measure 
and are more llberal minded, flexible in their behaviors 
and beliefs, and less traditionally oriented {Arbuthnot, 
., 977) . 
The preceding sections have reviewed past research 
examining personality and demographic variables 
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assoc~ated with individuals who are concerned about 
enviror1~-nental policy or are engaged J.n pro-ecological 
behavior. Arbuthnot (1977) noted that "there would 
appear to be increasing evidence that personality and 
attitud~nal traits play a moderating role in the 
individual's perceptions of and behavioral responses to 
environmental issuf:s" ( p .. 219, .. An alteration of 
at t; -:-~des , an.d thus environmental concern, would 
.. l- -- r - .t:: 0-.... ..; r: -· , ~"7'- -,... r- - n ..... - .a...-- .t::- c .a... 0 r s - s -- ~..: - .a... 1.. - g \,.lJ.C C..L. .l.C ..._ ,...! V' ..Lv": .~.JII;::'-::>V.!.Q...L..L.~:f ..._a. I.. · ~ ;.tLCU...La.\....:. 
--- ri bl e s 
Variables Examined 
This study was designed to further examine the 
re..1.ationships among personality variables and 
environme tal concern . The personality variables to be 
examined include extraversion, openness to experience, 
conscientiousness , neuroticism, and agreeableness. This 
study iffers from past attempts at examining 
environmental concern because it looks at personality 
v-riables associated w1th individuals who change their 
attitude toward the issues rather than using known 
grou· s . Thro~gh the use o f an educational presentation, 
a chauge ~n concern wa.s generated. Differences J..n 
personality variables were then measured for 
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individual's who did and did not display a significant 
=hange in environmental concern. 
Extraversion 
~xtraversion, or the degree of ''out-goingness," has 
in the past been associated with environmentally 
concerned citizens (Borden & Francis, 1977}. A greater 
degree of extraversion involves the level to which one 
:- soc~ blc and out-going. The high scorer in 
e trav;rsion -s 2ssertive, active, and talkative; they 
like e::cite~ent a3d stimulation, and tend to be cheerful 
in disposltion. They are upbeat, energetic, and 
optim1stic' (Costa & McCrae, 1985, p. 10). Based on the 
findiugs from Berdan and Francis (1977}, it was 
~ypothesized tla~ an increase in environrr-ental concern ~n 
fema_es would be si~nificantly associated with higher 
scores on the extraversion scale. Further, males were 
e pected to show an inverse relationship, with higher 
a tituue change associated with lower scores on the 
extraversion scale 
Openness 
An individual scoring high on an openness scale 
~ould be seen as curious, imaginative, and open to a 
variety of broad interests, experiences, and ideas. 
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Open individuals are willing to question authority and 
are "prepared to entertain new ethical, social, and 
political ideas'' (Costa & McCrae, 1985 1 p. 10}. Based 
on findings of past studies (Arbuthnot/ 1977; Hines, et 
al., 1985), it was expected that a significant positive 
relationship would exist between change in concern and 
openness. That is, larger positive changes in concern 
:ou_d be sig~ificantly associated with higher scores on 
an Op-nn-ss --a,e 'r----~~es~ ~~ -~~de-' mh~s ... . .-.L ... C ~'- ...L. C';jC.J.U..J... ;::: '..J~ '::JC.:..l ~~ .. J.J.~ 
· e!!tif_ca~ion of openness rese!Ilbles the findings 
pr:v..:.ously noted wh.ich indica.ted that envirorunentally 
concerned individuals are more liberal in attitudes and 
. a~nta1n a degree of 1nternal locus of control as well 
s personal respons1bility. That is, concerned people 
are more recept,ve to ideas and believe that personal 
actions can a ter the situation. It was believed that 
those who can change their attitudes exhibit the same 
trai-l-s 
Conscientiousness 
Conscientiousness refers to the "Will to Achieve" 
(D~gman & Takemoto-Chock, 1981). It contrasts those 
people who a~e dependable, reliable, self - disciplined, 
and ambitious with those who are aimless, weak willed, 
and unreliable {Costa & McCrae, 1985} . Costa and McCrae 
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also note that those high in conscientiousness probably 
operate from an internal locus of control and maintain a 
high degree of extraversion. Because of the previously 
citad works Hines, Hungerford, and Tomera (1985) , and 
Borden and Francis (1977), the third hypothesis stated 
that individuals would demonstrate a significant 
positiie relationship between an increase in concern and 
~euroticlsm and Agreeableness 
Two additional personality variables were 
examined for the purpose of clarification. Hypotheses 
were not generated for these two variables, as the 
irection of the outcome and significance would be 
highly speculative . No past research which would lead 
to the formulation of sound hypotheses on these 
constructs is ava~lable . Neuroticism is a term which 
Costa and McCrae (1985) use to describe individuals who 
are 'prone to unrealistic ideas, excessive cravings or 
urges'' (p. 9), insecurity, and negative emotionality . 
. greeableness is a trait described by Costa and McCrae 
as "a positive or negati-..re or i entat ion to-::-ward others" 
(p. 12) It involves someone who is fundamentally 
altruistic, sympathetic to others, somewhat gullible, 
16 
and straightforward. Both neuroticism and agreeableness 
were measured and their relationships with attitude 
change were exarrined. This was designed to further 
clar.:fy the "personality" of those who change attitude 
toward the environmental issues. 
Demographic Variables 
In add1t1on to the personality variables mentioned 
above, several demographic relationships were examined. 
T ' e use o~ co~lege age subjects is consistent with the 
research findings using individuals active in pro-
ecological projects, with age maintaining an inverse 
re~ationship to envirolli~ental concern, attitude and 
~ . 
acl.1on .. However, since the group to be studied is 
generall} a homogeneous population, the variable of age 
was no~ addre sed. It was hypothesized that a 
sig:uif1cant positive relationship would exist between a 
libera_ political orientation and change in concern~ 
Persons displaying a larger increase in concern were 
expected to be more politically liberal than subjects 
with eithe= a smaller degree of change or a decrease in 
concern . 
Two addit:onal demographic factors were 
invest·gated (i.e., gender and family income) r but 
hypotheses were not generated due to the inconclusive 
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results of prior studies on these relationships_ Past 
studies have failed to consistently correlate gender 
with attitude change except for the previously mentioned 
interaction ~ith extraversion. Therefore, in this 
study, t~e analyses using gender were exploratory. As 
previously reported, past studies have shown a positive 
correlation between socioeconomic status and involvement 
lil a~d suppc=t =or environmeutal programs. With the 
ponulation used in . ~ h , . h. th:ts stuuy, t.:. at re.J..atlC·!!SJ.-lp would 
be some:;hat vague due to the fact that few of the 
subjects were actually currently active in a career .. 
Therefore, the relationship between family (of origin) 
income and attitude change was investigated-
METHOD 
Subjects 
Participants included 125 undergraduate students 
{79 females and 46 males} at the University of Central 
~ lorida, Orlando, Florida. Average age of the subjects 
was 22.5 years with the minimum being 17 years and 
Of the original 125 participants, 115 
camp eted all requ1rements of the study. The remaining 
10 subj~cts attended the first session of the experiment 
but failed to return for the second, thus completing 
only ~a~~ the requirements. The experimental group 
cons~sted of _2 fe· ales and 16 males {average age 22.4 
ye_rs ~bile the control group inc uded 37 females and 
0 males {~verage age 22.7 years). Subjects received 
_·tra c=ed~t ~n an underg=aduate psychology course for 
volunteerivg to partic1pate in the expe~iment. 
Procedure 
Subjects were divided into s1x groups to allow for 
~nd1v·du:l schedul;ng confl~cts of the volunteers and 
for ease of administration of test materials. Each 
participant was allowed to chose their group based on. 
. t ~n . ~hich time slot was the most conform~ng o ~-~e~r 
18 
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schedule.. ..~ssignment of each group to either the 
experimental or control condition was then random. Three 
groups of s"U.bjects (the experimental group) recei-v·ed the 
experimental co~dition presented in the form of an 
ecolog~cally oriented video tape as described below. 
The remaining three groups served as the control and 
were presented a thirty minute video tape addressing 
heal t:._ is .sues . Two 50 minute sessions were required for 
-ompl:t= ga~hering of test data and viewing of the tape. 
D~ring _he f~rst-hour block of participation, 
subjects -ere given a packet of materials which included 
following: (1) a consent form (Appendix A), (2} a 
de agraphic information sheet (Appendix B), {3) the 
.:!JI:7~r-n.l·nent 1 Concern Scale (Appendix C), and (4) the 
_est booklet and accompanying answer sheet 
(d ___ ribed be_ow). All mater~ ls were coded Uslng an 
alphanumeric system, which allowed for later 
identifical.i n c-f subjects assigned to treatme,nt 
• • • ..:1 • .L ~ •. 
cond1t2ons but perm_tteu anonym1~y uurlng 
ans. er sheets. '"' • .1- h .uurJ..ng ._..~._e first session,. 
and procedure of the study was explained, 
scor2ng of the 
the rationale 
~,, 
C.!...i.. questions 
Rere answered, ~n~ those who wished to volunteer were 
asked to read. s~gn, and date the consent form. The 
20 
experimenter then instructed the participants according 
to the directions listed in Appendix D. 
The second session consisted of the administration 
of the treatment (videotape} and a retest using the 
Enviro!'..mental Concern Scale. The time interval between 
the first and secon·d sess,ions was one week for all 
participants. 
!.1aterials 
Environmental Issues Video 
A videotaped presentation of pert inent 
environmental issues served as the experimental 
trea , ment condition. The tape contained the series 
" ssignment Earth" which consisted of approximately 30 
minutes of news clips. air,ed on NBC Nightly News during 
September 1989. Topics were reported in a factual manner 
and he tape included education on issues such as 
po 1 tion of the air and water~ acid rain, destruction 
o~ natura_ resou=ces, overpopulation , and strategies 
consumers can ..!Se to affect a change. The presentation 
~nclu·_ed information on actions that must be taken to 
combat the negative effects of ignoring the above 
mentioned issues. The tone of the 1ideo can be 
characterized as straight forward but moderately pro- . 
environment, without presenting as highly emotional. 
Permission to use the segments was obtained from NBC. 
Health Issues Videotape 
The control group presentation consisted of a 
recording of two episodes of the Cable News Network•s 
Health Week.' "Health Week"' is a fifteen minute 
21 
weekly program on CNN which reports current advances and 
issues in health care.. The March 24, 1990 and March 31, 
1990 programs were used. The video addressed such 
topics as findings related to coronary heart disease and 
heart surgery, the influences of exposure to the sun on 
skin cancer, and new medications available for treatment 
of IDS Permissi,on to use "Health We ~ek" in the study 
was ob ~ a ' ned from CNN. 
Environmental Concern Scale 
Weigel and Weig,el's {1978} Env~.rorunental Concern 
Scale (Appendix C) 1s a 16 item self-report measure 
designed to assess an individual's beliefs and feelings 
about eco ogy. Seven statements are positively worded 
and all tems are rated on a five point Likert-type 
scale rang~ng from "strongly agree" to nstrongly 
disagr ~ee.,. Each item can be scored from zero to four 
so that total scale scores range form zero to 64. Higher 
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scores represent a more pronounced environmental 
concern. Internal consistency measurements have yielded 
a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .. 88. Also, a test-
retest correlation of .83 was obtained over a retest 
1nterval of s~x weeks {WQigel & Weigel, 1978). Validity 
-as 2ssessed by administer2ng the ECS to a group of 
S~erra Club e:mbers {N = 126) and a random sample of 
citizens ~~ = 162 , and Weigel and Weigel report 
significant d~fferenc es between the kno~n groups {F = 
1 62, :a <.0 I A further study revealed that the ECS 
rr = ~-n, ~<.05), roads1d€ litter pick-up {r = .36, 
:Q_' .05, and a corrununity re·::ycling project {r - .39, 
n( Q1 l 1::' • ~II • 
The NEO Per.::onali t~l Inventory {NEO) 
~he EO Personality Inventory is a 181 item self-
report instrument designed to measure five dimensions 
(domains) of the non-clinical adult personality. Each 
item is ~nswe~ed on a five point Likert - type scale 
rangii:.g fz:-om zero ( "s.troP-gly agree") to four ("strongly 
isagree") , with higher sccres i~dicating a stronger 
"dentific ation with the representative personality 
domain. The three domains of Neuroticism (N), 
Extraversion (E}, and Openness to Experience (0} are 
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further broken into facet scales to provide a more 
specif~c description of the personality traits. The 
addition.al two domain scales are Agreeableness. {A) and 
Conscientiousness (C}. 'The original ad111inistra.tion 
manual (Costa & McCrae, 1983} reports internal 
consistencies (coefficient alpha) ranging from .60 to 
.86 for the individual facets. Test-retest 
reliabil~ties range from .66 to .92 for individual 
facets and .86 to .91 for the domain scales. 
RESULTS 
The means and standard deviations for the two ECS 
administrations are listed in Table 1. The total sample 
ECS pretest mean was 48.84 while the total sample 
posttest mean was 50.40. For the ,experimental group, 
the pretest mean was 47.91 and the posttest mean was 
50~36. T e pretest mean for the control group was 49.82 
and the posttest mean was 50.61. Means and standard 
deviations of the NEO personall.ty domains and 
demographic variables for the experimental group, 
contro group, and total sample are located in Table 2. 
TABLE 1 
M S ~~ S &~ARD DEVIATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONCE SCALE ~~MINISTRATIONS FOR TOTAL SAMPLE, 
EXPE IME.LTIAL GROUP, AND CONTROL GROUP 
PRETEST POSTTEST 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 
total sample 48.84 7.87 50.40 8.02 
experimental group 47 .. 91 8.95 50 .. 36 9.56 
control group 49.82 6.33 50 .. 61 . 5. 98 
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TABL.E 2 
MEANS AND ST.Ai'\"DARD DEVIATIONS OF NEO PERSONALITY 
DOMAINS ~~ DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 
TO·TAL 
SAMPLE 
EXP ERI.MENTAL 
GROUP 
CONTROL 
GROUP 
VAR -ABLE MEAN S .• D. MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 
neuroticism 54.87 10 .. 64 55 .. 39 10.72 54.33 10.61 
extraversion 61 .. 62 9 .. 63 61 .. 31 9.69 61.95 '9. 64 
op·enness. 5~~8 .. 71 8 .. 70 58 .. 91 8.85 58.51 8.61 
conscientiousness 46 .. 5~ 4 8.17 45 .. 39 9.07 47.74 6.97 
a·greeablen~ess 47.50 8.58 47 .. 56 8 .. . 26 47.44 8.98 
political orie~nt .. a 2 86 .85 2- .84 .82 2.87 .88 
fam . b 3.79 1.53 3 .. 80 1 .. 61 3 .. 78 1.46 y ~ncome 
a 1 - very liberal, 2 = moderately liberal, 3 = neutral 
4 = moderately conservative, 5 = very conservative 
b 1 = 
3 
-
5 = 
SlS,OOO 
$31,000 
$61,000 
and below, 2 = $16,000 to $30,000 
to $45r000, 4 = $46,000 to $60,000 
to $75,000, 6 = above $75,000 
A one-way analysis of covariance was conducted with 
SPSS Ju""!OVA !lsing posttest ECS scores as the dependent 
variable, group [experimental or control) as the 
independent var1able, and pretest ECS scores as the 
covar1ate. Usin·g th~e ANCOVA removes the pr ·ed~ctable 
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variance from the error term that is associated with 
consistencies within subjects over the treatment (i.e., 
adjusting for pre-existing differences in environmental 
concern as measured by the ECS). A significant main 
effect of group was found (F(l, 112) = 8.40, P<.005). 
hus, ECS posttest scores of the experimental group 
significantly differed from ECS posttest scores of the 
control group after adjusting for pretest variance~ As 
e p~cted, subjects in the experimental group eY~ibited a 
s~ nif~c nt increase in concern toward environmental 
ssues after the presentation of the video as compared 
to the control group. 
The zero- order correlations between pre- and post-
test ECS, ~Eo domain scores, and selected personality 
· bles for the total sample are listed ~n Table 3. 
The esults indicated that pretest ECS scores were 
significantly related to openness {r = .45, 2<.001) and 
politica orientation (r = -.28, 2<.01). This suggests 
hat initial concern for the environment is associated 
with higher scores on the openness personality scale of 
the _EO and a more liberal political orientation. The 
relationsh1ps between posttest ECS scores and pretest 
ECS scores, NEO domains, and the demographic variables 
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TAB.LE 3 
ZERO-ORDER CORRELATION COEFFIC.IENTS BETWEEN PRETEST ECS 
SCORES, POSTTEST ECS SCORES, NEO PERSONALITY DOMAINS, 
&-ro SEL.ECTED DEMOGRAPHIC VAR.!ABLES FOR THE TOTAL S~.MPLE 
PRETEST J?OSTTEST 
pretest .87** 
--- * *' 
.87 post test 
.L. • • 
n e uroLJ..CJ.Sin - .11 - .. 12 
traversion .04 .12 
openness .4s** .40 ** 
conscientiousness .08 .13 
agreeableness .. 14 .. 17 
gender .07 .07 
political orientation - .. 28 * " * -. ~. 6 
am y income .02 -.05 
* < .. 01 *~ 2_{.001 
revealed the following: posttest scores were 
significantly correlated with pretest scores (~ = .87, 
~<.0 01); with openness (r = .40, g<.OOl); and with 
political orientation {r = -. 26, 2<.01). The 
r ~ela.tionships among postt ~est scores, open.ness, a.nd 
political orientation are to be expected given the 
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corre·latio!ls betw~en pret'!!st scores and the same 
variables. 
Zero-o~der cor~el:tion ccefficie~ts between the 
pe~sonality and demogr~phic variable5 for the total 
sa!!!:pl: a:?:~ pro"Ciided in Table ~ . As may be seen, several 
sig:nifican.t 1!ltercorrelations e.::-:ist among the five ~!EO 
perso~~lity domai~s. 
signific~ntly ccrre_ated with gender ~~ = .2 8, ~<.01), 
wi~h f e~ales mor~ 2xtroverted than males. Openness was 
sign~ficantly correlated with political orientation (r = 
- .38, ~£.0 0 ll, =evealing that those with a more liberal 
oriontation are also more open to novel interests, 
e: per~ences, and id·eas. 
~- pre_iminary backward solution multiple regression 
equat:o~ was computed w1th pretest scores as the 
dep~ndent v~riable and the five NEO personality domains, 
gender, income, and political orientation as predictor 
varia· les. This equation examl.ned the variables 
associated with the inJ..tial level of environmental 
concer!l and included data from all 125 subjects as 
posttest scores wer~ not involved. In the final step 
of the regression equation, openne:ss and 
conscientiou~ness remained significant predictor 
e 
0 
a 
c 
g 
p 
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TABLE 4 
ZERO-ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF NEO PERSONALITY 
SCALE DOMAINS AND SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 
FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE 
N E 0 A c G p I 
-.28* * ** 
-.26 - .. 40 -.Jo** -.04 .13 .. 04 
.. 18 ** .41** * .39 .. 28 .01 .03 
.18 -.09 -.07 3 ** -. 8 .15 
** 
.31 .19 .07 -.02 
.22 .00 -.11 
.10 -.07 
-.08 
ote. = neuroticism~ E = extraversion, 0 = openness 
= agreeableness, C = conscientiousness, G =gender 
P = po ·tical orientation ~ I= family income level. 
* ** Q.<.Ol Q.<.OOl 
var1a les, accounting for approximately 20% of the 
var1ance in pretest scores (multiple R = .4.6, F(2, 121) 
= 16.08, ~<.001). The semipartial correlation for 
openness was .44 (Q< 001} and for conscientiousness was 
.16 ( <.05), 1nd1cating that openness was contr1buting 
approxi ately three times as much weight to the 
relationship with pretest scores as was conscientiousness. 
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In order to determine the contributors to change in 
concern, a b~ckwa~d solution multiple regression 
equation - was computed with posttest ECS scores as the 
dependent variable and pretest ECS scores; group 
membership (e~perimental or control); the five NEO 
pers- nal.i ty domains; and the demog:::-aphic yariables of 
gender, income, and political orientation as the 
predi __ or variables. In the final step of the backward 
_egression equ=tion ~~n,p ~embersh;~ ~ror~st ~_cs ::;,- 'W" ._. . .. • - •-'-:, r-- _.._ 
scores, and the _EO personalty domain of Extraversion 
accounted for 77% of the variance in posttest ECS scores 
fmultiple R = 88, F{4, 109) = 98.09, 2<.001). The 
semipartial correlation for "group" was -.14 ()2.<.003); 
_o r "pret-~st' was .87 (}2<.001); and for "extraversion" 
as .08 ( < 080). Therefore, even with group 
(e: erimental or control) and pretest scores held 
constant, extraversion significantly contributed to the 
post est ECS scores. That is, the personality trait of 
extraversion appears to contribute to the change in ECS 
scores between the pre- and post- test across both the 
e::perimental and control groups. However, gender, 
political orientation, income level, and the remaining 
personality domains do not meet the significance level 
necessary to be included in the prediction equation. 
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In order to determine the extent to which changes 
~n attitude o f the experimental group were related to 
the EO personality domains, five backward solution 
mult1ple regression equations were computed. In these 
analJses, the NEO domains were each used as a dependent 
variable with pre- and post- test ECS scores as 
predictor variables. The variance in each of the 
perso alit domains cou.ld be attributed to a ''change in 
_tti+-l..:..~e" if t .. e posttest S'=Ores rema~!! in the 
re~~~ssio~ equat1on (are significant} during the final 
step with pretest scores held constant. This condition 
di not ho d tr~e for any of the five NEO domains 
(. ul ti le = .00 for Neuroticism; .00 for Extraversion; 
.00 for C nscientiousness; and .03 for Agreeableness). 
-ultiple R for Opennes s was .22 fF(l, 56) = 16_96, 
R<-001}, howeve posttest scores did not remain in the 
regres ion equat·an in the f1nal step. Thus, contrary 
t t e o~iginal hypotheses, none of the personality 
traits examined 1n this investigation ~ppear to be 
sig~~ficantly associated with the change in 
e vironmental concern for subjects in the experimental 
gro..1.p .. 
final backward solution multiple regression 
~· ~ computed to determine the contr1butions of equa _~on ."las 
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the selected demographic variables to attitude change 
within the experime~tal group. Posttest ECS scores of 
the e:·perimental group were set as the dependent 
variab~e an~ ECS pretest scores, gender, political 
orie~tation, and family income level were the predictor 
variables . The demographlc variables and pretest must 
rema1n in the regression equation at the final step 
in c rder for those variables to be considered 
assoc:ated with att:tude change. This 
~c._d~ticn did not occur {multiple R = .86, 
[fl, 551 = 180.63, <.001}, with only pretest remaining 
,n the equation. Therefore, the demographic variables 
rer_ no sinn:f:cantly associated with attitude change 
_n the ~:perimental group. 
DISCUSSION 
The first goal of this project was to experimentally 
increase level of concern toward environmental 
problems sing an educational presentation. This task 
~as accomplished a s subjects in the experimental group 
demo st a ed a significant positive change in concern 
co · ~r~d to subJects viewing the control presentation. 
The chan e in concern, however, was relatively small as 
the average increase on the ECS posttest was 2.2 for the 
experi ental group . Th1s increase becomes more 
imp~ essive after examining several interesting 
characteristics of the sample. 
The otal samp e mean on the pretest ECS (M = 48.84, 
= 25) s noticeably greater than the control sample 
ECS mean in eigel and Weigel's (1978) original study 
(M = 4 _.2, ~ = 162). This indicates that subjects in this 
study initially had a somewhat higher level of concern toward 
environmental issues. A higher initial level of concern 
wou_ inhibit ~ e amount of change possible on the 
posttest and increase the likelihood of a ceiling 
effe t. Thus, the experimental manipulation resulted in 
an ~ncrease in concern for a sample that already 
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possessed pro-environmental views. Also, this study 
began several ~eeks afte.r "Earth Day 1990," an eve.nt to 
which a tremendous a~ount of media attention was 
The experimental presentation resembled the 
trpe of coverage that saturated the national news for 
cv~r a month. Given this atmosphere of ecological 
a areness, it is interesting that a change in concern 
_e!erel additional characteristics of the total 
sa.ple T:Jere unexpected. The most notable findings 
rela ~ to the doma1ns of the NEO personality inventory. 
The .EO was de igned so that T-scores within the 46 to 
55 ra~n-e are considered "average," T-scores of 56 to 65 
are 'hi h", and T-scores over 66 are "very high." The 
oJt:r:_l s · 1""\le (:_ = 25) produced mean T-scores within 
e _i h range on two of the doma1ns (Extraversion and 
Openness) e.nd . 2.s located on the cut-off between average 
and high on Neuroticism. Conscientiousness and 
~greeableness :~re well within the average limits. 
Therefore, the sample as a whole was more sociable, 
person-oriented, optimistic, curious, imaginative, 
untraditional, and emotional (Costa & McCrae, 1985) than 
the average of the normative population. Given the high 
means on these three variables~ the possibility of 
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ceiling effe ts for Extraversion, Openness, and 
_eurnticism arose. This would reduce the chances of 
vari~bility in scoring within these personality domains 
which could h2ve therefore limited the possibility of 
detecting a relat1onship between attitude change, group, 
and pe~sc~clity styucture. 
eTer the less, initial analyses indicated that 
pen~e=- cor~elated sigr-if icantly with pre- and post-
Qst EC scores. In add2tionr those with a ~ore liberal 
~o_itic 1 o~ientation Nere likely to score higher in 
enviro~ ~ ental concern before and after the presentation 
of tho vide~ ~egardless of group placement. These 
f1nd~ngs re certainly consistent with the past results 
cf Wei el f _ 77) arc Dl!nlap ( 197 5) . Those ex.:.~ibi ting a 
reater conc~rn toward environmental issues were also 
se 1"\ as mc..,..e .illing to question authority and examine 
al ernat ~e ethical, social, and political ideas in 
-ose st dies. 
Ope .. _ness combined with conscientiousness to account 
for 20 of the variance 1n the pretest scores as 
:ndicated by t~e regression equation. Thus t qualities 
of de endabi l "ty, rel1ab~lity, self -discipline~ and 
ambit"on are also seen in the ind;vidual scoring higher in 
environmental concern. However, the attributes 
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associated with openness are a stronger predictor of 
enYircn."n.ental concern than conscientiousness. 
E traversion served as one of the significant 
predictors of change in enviroiLttlental concern across 
both the experimental and control groups. Within the 
experJ.mental group~ however, none of the personality 
domains contributed as a predictor of attitude change 
_=!_ral reasons may account for this result. First, it 
maJ Jery .911 be that no discerni~g personality traits 
istinguish individual's whose enviroP~~ental concern can 
be 1ncreased PXperimenta1ly Second, the NEO addresses 
_ rest,..:tcted number of personality domains and therefore 
_id no~ ~dent:fy the tra~ts associated with an increase 
in co~cerTI to ard the environment. In addition, as 
prev ., ousl noted, the sample as a '!<ihole demonstrated 
elevated T-scores on the NEO Personality Inventory which 
wo _ d create a ce"ling ef¥e~t. Finally, this study was 
de igned ·n a manner whi h did not permit a tremendous 
_an0e in attitude a point which is elaborated upon 
eloT:i. 
T~e :ntention of t~is study was to attempt to 
produce a change in att.tude using a widely available 
1nfcrmation source addressing global issues while not 
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relying on fe·ar-arousing communicatio·ns ·{Levanthal ,. 
1970} or local issues (W~igel, 1983) to increase the 
effec~. ~ad a larger change in attitude been the goal~ 
this would have increased the individual variability 
~mong the differe~ce scores and therefore may have 
allowed the personality traits to be more widely 
distributed (thus any relationship between concern and 
ersonality characteristics would be more evident). 
Tlh: - nal of producing a chang~e using a widely 
vaila· e source and addressing global issues is 
~llustrated by the choice of medium utilized in creating 
the attitude cha ·ge.. The videotape used. in th.e 
experi~ental cond1tion was chosen for several reasons. 
_irs~, 1t rep=esents the type of information which is 
read_ly available to the general public through the 
ed ~ a Such a program (MBC Nightly News) has the 
potential of reaching a lar,ge number of citizens and it 
maintains a high d~egree o·f credibility. Second, the 
scope of the exper1mental videotape is global and does 
not f c , s on local or community issues. F'ocus upon 
local 1ssues may increase the likelihood of creating a 
mor~ .~ono~nced attitude change but would also reduce 
the ability to generalize outcome over a larger 
population. 
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A-.Tlalyses correlating the pers.onali ty domains and 
demographic information yielded several additional 
interesting results. As would logically be expected, 
the Neuroticism domain correlated significantly in a 
negative direction with Extraversion, Openness, 
Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. Therefore, those 
scor~nrr high on the "!!egati·..re emotionality•' scale (Costa 
& __ ccraef 1985 .. p . 9) were ~ore rese!"ved, sober, 
ar ~ · ~~ic ~yn~r~, ir~ · tab1~ - ----- , .._ _ _,_ __ J.., - · . _._., unreliable and 
h e o~istic th:n lo~ scorers on Neuroticism. Subjects 
sco ~ng hi"her on Extraversion were also more good-
at~red, forgiving, organized, and self-disciplined (as 
reflec~ed by si _nificant correlations with Agreeableness 
an Conscientiousness). Additionally, subjects 
report~n~ a liberal political orientation were also 
identified -s curious, creative, imaginative, and 
ntrad~tional (as reflected by the Openness scale). 
ina ly, females in the sample were more extroverted 
th t males . 
In concl1sion, the fact that no significant 
redictors were found for attitude change should not 
diminish the e_istence of the inc:r-ease in environmental 
concern which was produced in the experimental group. 
Recalling Maloney and Ward's (1973) contention that 
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behavior counter to environmental preservation is 
maladaptive( the final goal of this area of 
psychological research should be alteri~g attitudes and 
behavJ.or. As Weigel (1983) states, "strategies designed 
to c.ange environmental att~tudes have implications for 
behavior change" (p. 275). It is important to note that 
an attitude change was achieved in this study using a 
trea~me.:._t ith a rather mild appeal to emotions and 
loce._ conce ns . It would be interesting in future 
st dies to determine the effects of educational 
a e ials which use a more emotional approach and 
concentrate on different issues (local versus global and 
genera_ -ersus specific) while examining the 
co tr· u ions of personality variables. 
In add1tion to personal1ty variables, future 
resear h should examine alternate contributors to 
environmental concern and change in attitude. Samdahl 
and Robertson (1989} suggest that sociodemographic 
variab_es are inadequate in explaining perceptions of 
environmental problems and that studies would also 
"benef2t more by focusing on broader belief systems" (p. 
7 }. hese authors cite libe~al ideology as a variable 
to be examined in future studies but also state that a 
ref i nemen t of measures and f urther specification of 
that variable :s ne cessary. 
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Given t h e p r e s e nt a t mosphere of awareness of 
ecological problems, r esearchers are presented an 
opportunity to ex.amine a wid e array of contributors to 
environmental conc ern a nd change in attitude. The 
advice of We·igel {198 3 ) and Samd.ahl and Robertson (1989) 
sho ld be considered. Global a tt i +udes should be 
; easu:!:"ed ~ ~ th instruments e q ually g l obal in content. 
Co e~sely, specific o r loc al attitudes should be 
addressed thr ugh equa lly speci fic and refined measures. 
With the appropriate i n s t r ument s , i t can be determined 
w ethe·r the same or d i fferent variables contribute to 
1 ba"' nd local envirow"llental conc ern as well as 
change in co cern. Such knowledge cou ld then assist in 
_reat·ng educational material a1med at attitude change 
land thus behavior change) for l ocal and global 
ecological prob_ems. 
A.P!? E.ND ICES 
APPENDIX A 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 
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Participant Consent Fo~m 
f 
- are being asked to volunteer to participate in 
an experiment designed to measure attitudes toward 
C!-1!1ion e!!.--ironmen tal and health is sues. This study is 
beina conducted by J. Mark Davis under the supervision 
£ .:....e!"r.:.ar . Jensen, Ph.D. in the Department of Psy-
.-... :1 questions abo~t this study cc.n 
~ l=cc_ed t n J. ~ ark Davis at 679-4310 or to Dr. Jensen 
at. 275 - .:.216. -- abstract detailing the results of this 
s t· y an be obtained by providing your name and address 
a:·perimenter at the completion of your participa-
ti -
T ~ - sess:_ns are req ~red, each approximately 50 
es i .. du-rat.: !l. Participation will involve answer-
~-g ques ions about your concern for environmental 
prob_e~s as well as questions that address facets of 
·our persona_ity and factual characteristics of your 
s &: -n fa 1ly. Your materials will remain confiden-
~-; ;::;,_, ::::-:-.. ··~·u.~ .. r.--- .c om ... h-- co't"\sent form .,.rl'll no· t he 
......_ ,_. ~ .:," U .!. .. ~ .,.,. !! C .:.. - • :_ ~ C .L.i. • ... •• ry -- ~ 
inked to your responses. in this experiment 
ill also in1olve viewing a videotape that either 
pro·idas information on environmental issues or health 
issues. u:"'tra credit will be awarded with the number 
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f oints to be determined by your professor. In order 
to ensure extra credit, the course title and name of 
ynur professor will be collected during both the first 
and second sessions. 
:f at any ti~e you change our ~ind about partici-
process you are free to leave the testing 
~~~a ~nd JOUr materials will be destroyed. Participa-
LiOn is 5~-i tly 1 0lUntary. 
C ~ge~ _: .,. , acknowledge 
----~------------------~----------
~~-~ I .. a!e rea~ and understand the above information 
and -·-a ~y c--sent to participate in this research 
~n~-tur- o~ P=~t~~l.·~=nt 
- -- ::;1 - c;;: - - - .I.. - t:"'- ~ Data 
APPE IX B 
DEMOGRAP _ .. IC - ~ · R ~TI ~ SHEET 
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Demographic Infor~ation Sheet 
'"'1 &.',1 . .Lh .I: ,1 . . L: • 
=ease ~l~ 1n ~-e ~o~ ow1ng ~n~ormat ~ on : 
~ . ..,.o . r ... ::r;shman [] Sophomore 2 .. 
-- -::J '- ·------
[] Ju ic·r r t Se:r.~.ior 
3. ~ aj or: 4. Ge nder: M I F 
5. c nti!uum belo-, ci~cle the number whi c h :ost 
- - - ----- - -2--------- -3 - --- - -----4------ ----5 
1 - ery ~iberal (Left} 
2 - Moderately Liberal 
3 ; Middle-of-the-Road 
4 = Moderate Conservative 
5 = Vary Conservative (Right} 
6 · .. a _ t e ross income level of your f a mily of 
0 i pare s) per year: 
r ! 
.J .1. 5 000 and Bela\~ [] 16,000 to 30,000 
[ J 00 to 45,000 [] 46r000 to 60,000 
[] 6_fooo to 75,00 [J Above 75,000 
7. Cl· s or org~!1l z a tions of p•hich you are a --nember: 
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8 . Occ pat ion of Father: 
Occupation of Moth ~er: 
Occ pati.on of Spouse : 
Oc ·~upation of s.-.,.t!' .. C...LJ... 
IDE -TIFICnTION NUMBER 
APPENDIX C 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN SCALE 
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Environmental Concern Scale 
This q~estionnairs contains 16 questions. Read each 
care£ lly or each statement, circle the one response 
~ h -· ch best represents your opinion according to the key 
b -, --· c .,,., . 1ar~ only one respo~se for each question and 
please ars e- each one ~onestly; ~here are no right or 
t""T"'\ 
..)J..J 
D 
= 
= 
~tr~rgly Di sagree 
Disagrae 
T 
~ 
.n 
= 
= 
Jeutr al {neither agree nor disagr ee ) 
A.gree 
A = Strongly Agree 
. .~. '.r.e fedc ·a.1 -ov&I'lL-ant will have to introduce harsh SDDNASA 
. - as - ~ - o al .. p , · ~.: ~ .... .; .... ce l! ... 'r_!' ~-1!::. ·n -~-,:a~ .... 
._ J..~ \..J..Ull ;:)J....l l.Cll .1::"'-""J:.I 1W ~ .l.v':::f.._.,. · l..C 
"' r.fe sh ul 0 rorry aoout .:.. killing too many game ardma1s SD D N A SA 
because .: n: l-u!l thir45 will balance out . 
'\.. ..... 
·rilling to make ~-sonal sacrifices for the sake of SD D N A SA ~ 
-
..vc 
pollu ion e en t ougb the imnediate results 
may not seen significant . 
ol_ ... ~~ po_rsonally affectiL"'lg W:i life. SD D '1\.T ... SA . 15 no l'f ."1. 
-
1: ,_ ust prav·ent a11 ·· ~y-~ of tiL·ri.nal frorn beccming extii1Ct, SD D !.! A SA 
..1 · c 
a··e '.I: .:~ me&"'15 sacrifici11g sene thiJlyS for ourselves. .L.J.., J.. 
SD = Strongly Disagree 
D = Disagree 
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N = Neutral (neither agree nor disagree) 
A = ~~gree 
SA = Ctrongly Agree 
C. .ae l..;nefits of roodern consurr.-er products ar.a ror~ 3D D N A SA 
; '"Fortant ~h~"'l tha pollution tl:at results fran t"leir 
prod· c _on -nd use 
7. C ~c.s en tre COI'-Se.t.--ation of natural resources SD D N A 
~t ~.a p li schoo -s. 
8 SDDrASA 
at e's purify~ processes 5oon return 
9 . .:. e -c . &r...tr:e.t t should pro·vi.de aaCL1 citi'""en with a list of SD D N A SA 
usc- ... e 0 .ernniQ"i t as such good ir.t.S~~ion and SD D N A SA J,. 
encies( ' t's ·:cry unlikely that pollution due to 
~:"!e! •'JY ---.3 .• .. len . 1 beccs:rrc excessi·-e .. _:.;,:..._ ...... 
l..L. ,r; --··--' ,.. ;.,-ow.d conLribute Line, money, or bJth tu af.L SD D N "' 1"'?. .L a.::lJ\.~, .L .n. ..:>~ 
o -ani-- ... ; n , ..: . ..... tha ~iru.-::-a c~ub that worxs to impro·:-e 
-- - \. - ..... ~.u\.<; 
k\.. ,.. qu-1~ .. of ~\,. .... C.l.J.~;"J. I'h"LP-n t . ~ eo -. c 
f') ~~ --- t ·J 5 s w1 as hawks, crO'l't-s, s~runks, and coyotes which SD D N A SA A. 
PI~Y on fai'l1ler s graJ.n crops and poultry should be elirninat eel. 
13. I 'H ,,d 
s-+enses of 
_ ...... 
al reso a 
rc 
.: 
. -
_s_ e! .:.f 
is, --o. d 
:...(. 
-
uti n 
SD 
D 
= Strongly Disagree 
= Disagree 
51 
r~ = Neutral (neither agree nor disagree) 
A. = P._gree 
= Strongly Agree 
be willi! g to accept an mer ease mrny family ' s SD D .1~ A SA 
1'11 0 next year to promote the wise use of 
es. 
ent y acti··e anti-poll tion organizations are 3D D l~ A SA 
::_.- crested ~i'l dis :upt-' . ~ SOCl eLy, than they 
__ , 
t~on .. }JUJ. 
ublic tAansportation w-dS mort: effici~'lt than .... ~\.. SD D N A SA 
e.cer 0 i ·-"' 1:: my car to work. 
t_ yi.l . its best to dG:velop o:ffective al"lti- SD D N A SA 
0 OJY 
APPENDIX D 
EXPERIMENTER INSTRUCTIONS 
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Experimenter Instructions 
First Ses sion 
Thank you for volunte er ing to participate ~n thi s 
study. I~ the fol er on the d es k you will find a packet 
- ~·h a consent form, personal information sheet, and two 
T'his study will in·-olvs tTr70 sessions of 
The second session 
Today you are asked 
rea~ the onse t fo m, ma~e s ure any questions you 
ave a_a answered to your satisfaction, and if you agree 
to ar 1c~pate, sign the consent fo r m. After you have 
ens 1 -t, f~~l out t~e personal information sheet and 
the~ ~e two questionnaires. The first questionnaire 
.as ~ ::5t booklet with an answe r sheet inside the front 
cover. Please be use the answer sheet for that ques-
tionnaire and answer each question honestly. The second 
questlonnairer the Ecological Concern Scale, has the 
sec ion for answers on the test itself . 
Upon co~pletion of the questionnaires, print your 
na7e on the additional sheet of paper and the title and 
professor of the course for which y u will receive extra 
credit . After you have completed all materialst bring them 
54 
up to me before you leave. Remember, to complete 
t~is study you are asked to attend both sessions. Of 
course, full participation in both sessions is strictly 
·voluntary . Extra credit point values for partial com-
pletio of the project is dependent upon individual 
instructors . The second session will involve viewing a 
~1dsotape ·hich addresses eithec environmental or health 
~fter vie~2ng the taps, you w:11 be asked to 
c~npl~te another short qusstionnaire. 
Second Session 
Thanks agai for your participation. In a few 
i utes yo - will view a video tape. After that, a 
cJ.:~t ~ bs anded out which contains a questionnaire 
nd ad~·t·onal sheet of paper. Again, print your 
.. a e ~n t .. e ad _· itional sheet of paper and the title and 
professor of the course for which you will receive extra 
cre~.;.t .. T~is w~ll ~nsure that the profassor receives 
ord that you completed the study. Remember, if you 
wo ~d like an abstract of the results of this study, 
ycu leave today. 
~t ~is point I will start the vid~o tape. 
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